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ABSTRACT

The gap between CPU and networking speeds has motivated the development of SmartNICs for near-network processing. Recent work has shown that many network functions can benefit from SmartNIC offloading, but identifying the best porting strategy requires hand-tuning and workload-specific optimizations. The developer has no easy way to understand the ported performance beforehand.

We are developing a tool called Clara, whose goal is to provide performance clarity for SmartNIC offloading. Clara can analyze an unported NF in its original form, and predict its performance when ported to a SmartNIC target. This automated workflow enables the developer to easily customize offloading strategies, obtain performance insights, and identify suitable SmartNIC models for her workloads. Clara’s key technical roadmap is to emulate a compiler, lowering an unported program to a SmartNIC target logically, without performing code generation. This results in a mapping from core NF logic to SmartNIC hardware resources, and Clara then plugs-in NIC parameters to predict the performance for specific workloads. We describe our progress so far, and report initial validation results with Netronome hardware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

High-speed networks are the backbone of datacenters, and their data rates are consistently increasing over the years [9, 19]. As a result, server CPUs spend more and more cycles on packet processing, and the consumed resources are no longer available to revenue-generating tenant VMs. Worse, the gap between CPU and networking speeds will further widen in the post-Moore era [18, 22]. This has motivated the development of SmartNICs [1, 4, 5, 8] for near-network processing.

Unlike traditional NICs with hardwired offloading modules (e.g., TSO/LRO/checksum), SmartNICs can have programmable hardware cores, specialized packet engines, and a wide variety of domain-specific accelerators. Researchers have leveraged SmartNICs as a general-purpose offloading platform, and developed key/value store applications [33, 43], microservices [35], and other types of network functions [27, 44]. As SmartNICs stay close to the packet datapath, offloading could bring latency reduction and improve cost efficiency. Their embedded cores are also more energy-efficient than server CPUs, driving down the operational cost of cloud datacenters. As such, we have witnessed a burgeoning SmartNIC ecosystem, with a range of vendors moving into the market (e.g., Netronome, Marvell, Nvidia, Intel).

However, as a computing substrate, SmartNICs represent a significant departure from the familiar programming model and performance characteristics of x86 servers. First off, SmartNICs have heterogeneous architectures that integrate general-purpose cores, accelerators, and a complex memory hierarchy. Program performance is predicated upon a developer’s understanding of the architectural details. Furthermore, vendors have adopted drastically different SmartNIC designs (e.g., programmable ASICs vs. SoC vs. FPGAs) and programming models (e.g., C [1, 4, 8], P4 [8], or Verilog [5]). As each platform requires a host of new skills, developer experience does not easily transfer across platforms. The combined effect is that a developer needs to carefully reason through layers of complexity to understand SmartNIC performance. This performance opacity has led to a manual and cumbersome development process for NF offloading.

Indeed, existing work [35, 43] resorts to hand optimizations and workload-specific benchmarking to identify the best offloading strategy. The developer often does not know beforehand how well a particular NF would perform if ported to a target hardware. She needs to first rewrite the host server program against the SmartNIC-specific toolchain, perform hardware benchmarks on a representative workload, and re-optimize the ported program when necessary. If her assumptions about the workloads, architectural details, or the NFs are amiss, multiple rounds of hand-tuning would be required. Worse, after considerable investment, she might only find that the offloading benefits do not justify the rewriting efforts in the first place. Therefore, researchers and developers would significantly benefit from an automated workflow for understanding ported performance.

In this work, we take a first step toward performance clarity in SmartNIC offloading. Our goal is to assist developers in understanding ported NF performance on a target NIC, without actually requiring them to port the program first. Our tool, Clara, analyzes the original unported NF, and predicts its offloading performance. A developer can target this analysis to different SmartNIC backends and workloads, even before she has the SmartNIC hardware at hand. She could rely on Clara’s outputs to determine whether or not to offload a particular NF, how to perform an effective port, or which SmartNIC models are best suited for their workloads. We envision
that such automated support would considerably accelerate the development cycles when offloading NFs to SmartNICs.

The design of Clara raises a set of technical challenges, including capturing heterogeneous NIC platforms, handling unported NFs, and predicting offloading performance. As the highest-level challenge, Clara must perform predictive analysis before a SmartNIC program even exists. To address this, our insight is that the traditional roles of a compiler come close to our need—with the caveat that compilers do not predict performance and that compiling unported programs would inevitably fail. Our technical roadmap therefore is to mimic a compiler. Clara attempts to lower the core NF function to a logical SmartNIC model. But instead of performing code generation, it only produces a mapping from NF logic to hardware resources. Clara estimates the best mapping by encoding a set of ILP (integer linear programming) constraints that emulate hand-tuning and optimizations when porting a program. It then plugs in performance parameters that it has collected about the NIC hardware to predict NF performance on a particular workload.

Clara is ongoing work, so we are continuing to develop a full solution to these challenges. The rest of this paper outlines the technical roadmap, and presents initial results as validation.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we further motivate our problem and outline the workflow of Clara.

2.1 Understanding performance is hard

Performance is a key goal in SmartNIC offloading, but understanding offloading performance before porting an NF is a daunting task. A myriad of factors come into play.

**SmartNIC backends.** SmartNICs come in great diversity [17]. Competing designs have endorsed ARM or MIPS SoC architectures [1, 4], FPGAs [5], and programmable ASICs [8, 28]. Moreover, their programming models range from P4 [7] to C variants [6] to Verilog/VHDL [20]. SmartNIC programs are developed and compiled using vendor-specific toolchains; and the eventual binary may run on general-purpose cores, packet processing engines, and specialized accelerators. Moreover, some SmartNICs directly sit on the datapath to process every single packet, and other off-path designs require explicit packet steering by a NIC switch. Program performance is highly dependent on SmartNIC architectures.

**Offloading strategies.** When porting a program to a SmartNIC, the developer needs to reorganize core NF logic and data structures, and reason about how NF components might map to the underlying hardware. Therefore, the best offloading strategy may not be obvious beforehand. Further, the ported programs would vary from developer to developer, and their performance depends on a developer’s knowledge about NIC details. For instance, on Netronome Agilio, the latency of LPM (longest prefix match) functions could vary by orders of magnitude depending on whether the program uses the “flow cache”—a hardware accelerated SRAM table. Implementations that use the flow cache significantly outperform those that use software match/action processing in DRAM for cache hits. As another example, computing TCP header checksum for a 1000-byte packet at the ingress accelerator only takes 300 cycles, as packet data is immediately available. On the other hand, the same functionality at network processor cores would require 1700 extra cycles for accessing memory.

**Traffic workloads.** Offloading performance also depends on the NF workloads, such as the number of concurrent flows, packet types, sizes, and arrival rates. To start with, an NF may process packets differently depending on their header types. For instance, TCP SYN packets may require flow state setup, and TCP packets may incur extra L4 checksum operations than UDP. Moreover, the same operation may also take different amounts of time depending on the packet sizes—e.g., checksum, DPI. Flow distributions, on the other hand, could result in different working set sizes, which in turn cause different memory access patterns and cache behaviors. Existing work on SmartNIC offloading resorts to workload-specific benchmarking to identify the best strategies [35, 43].

**Interference.** Performance reasoning becomes even more challenging for co-resident NFs. Memory-intensive NFs (e.g., programs with large flow tables) may pollute the cache for other NFs. Compute-intensive NFs (e.g., DPI) may cause head-of-line blocking at accelerators. Furthermore, the degrees of parallelism, the queuing disciplines and capacities of interconnects, and the scheduling policies all contribute to the overall NF performance.

The combination of these factors often leads to unexpected performance behaviors when an NF is ported to a SmartNIC. As concrete evidence, Figure 1 shows a set of benchmarks on a Netronome SmartNIC for five NFs; we benchmark each NF with 2–4 different implementations of the same core logic, or using different workloads. Depending on the use of accelerators, memory locations, flow table sizes, packet sizes, and packet rates, the resulting NF performance can vary up to 13.8×.
The Clara project aims to achieve the above goal and provide automated performance clarity. The conceptual challenge that Clara needs to address is to predict the performance of an unported NF on a hypothetical NIC target. As we discussed, Clara’s technical roadmap is to mimic a compiler, and Figure 2 shows the workflow.

First, Clara develops a logical NIC model to capture the architectural diversity of SmartNICs. Next, Clara builds a performance profile for each SmartNIC using hardware microbenchmarks, including memory latency, accelerator throughput, and other performance metrics. In order to handle NF diversity, Clara transforms an unported NF into an Intermediate Representation (IR) using LLVM [32], and then analyzes the IR to identify code blocks that may be mapped to the NIC as a whole. Clara estimates the best mapping by encoding a set of constraints from the logical NIC model, performance parameters, and the NF code blocks. Solving these constraints would produce a mapping that maximizes ported performance. Finally, Clara takes in a workload description (e.g., a pcap trace) and analyzes how packets would traverse the NF mapping. This results in latency predictions for the workload, or idealized throughput estimations.

3 SOLUTION SKETCH

In this section, we sketch the technical roadmap that we are following in developing Clara.

3.1 The logical SmartNIC model

Clara uses a logical SmartNIC model (LNIC) to capture heterogeneous SmartNIC architectures in a logically uniform representation. Clara models an LNIC as a graph (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. A node could be a compute unit, a memory region, or switching hub. Compute units are typed—some may be header processing units, others may be domain-specific accelerators, and yet others may be general-purpose cores. Memory regions have different sizes and access latencies. Memory regions could be shared by multiple compute units, and the access latency varies depending on where the access is issued. Switching hubs include embedded NIC switches and traffic managers.

Figure 2: The technical roadmap of Clara and the key challenges. (a) Clara constructs a logical SmartNIC model that can be parameterized to capture a range of diverse NIC backends. (b) Clara transforms an input NF into an Intermediate Representation (CIR). (c) Clara maps the CIR to the logical SmartNIC, while optimizing for an performance objective. (d) Clara outputs the performance profile for the input NF on a particular workload.
FPGAs (e.g., parsers) [34], and then program against these “cores”. Our LNIC model reflects the latter development workflow.

Example: Netronome Agilio, for instance, has network processing units (NPUs), checksum units, and crypto accelerators. NPUs form islands, and each island has Cluster Target Memory (CTM) that is shared by all enclosed NPUs. Outside the islands are Internal and External Memory units (IMEM and EMEM), which have higher capacities and access latencies. Each NPU also has local register files and private memory. NPUs, accelerators, and IMEM/EMEM are interconnected by a distributed switch fabric.

3.2 Parameterizing the LNIC

The LNIC model describes the “skeleton” of the hardware architecture, and our next step is to annotate it with a set of hardware-specific parameters. This includes a) architectural parameters, such as memory sizes, degrees of parallelism, queue capacities, and b) performance parameters, such as memory access latencies, compute unit speeds (e.g., number of cycles for an instruction), and accelerator throughput. These annotations are NIC-dependent, so Clara needs to obtain them from hardware specifications or microbenchmarking, as a one-time effort for each SmartNIC. These benchmarking efforts are shielded from Clara users, and the obtained parameters for a NIC are reusable across NFs.

Most (though not all) SmartNIC databooks include architectural parameters. To obtain missing parameters for a NIC component, one possible approach is to perform latency/throughput tests [40], gradually increasing the offered load to locate the “knee” of the latency curve. For instance, we might observe that memory accesses to <2 kB regions have near constant latency, but it dramatically increases beyond that as memory is spilled to the next level of hierarchy. Estimating performance parameters, on the other hand, would require us to develop a set of “unit-test” benchmark programs that are NF-independent. These benchmarks should comprehensively cover compute cores, all levels of memory hierarchy, and the switching hubs of a NIC backend.

Outside the context of SmartNICs, the architecture and HPC communities have studied instruction or code block benchmarking extensively [10, 15, 47, 53, 54]. More recently, researchers have also applied machine learning to extract performance models from training programs [36]; similar techniques have been demonstrated to work well for GPU program performance [13]. Clara should be able to borrow from both lines of work.

Example: For instance, for Netronome Agilio, each NPU has 4 kB local memory, which takes 1-3 cycles to access. The CTM on each island has 256 kB memory, and takes 50 cycles to access. The IMEM and EMEM are 4 MB and 8 GB, and their access latencies are up to 250 and 500 cycles, respectively; the EMEM also has a 3MB cache. Packets smaller than 1 kB will reside in the CTM entirely, but the tails of larger packets will spill to the EMEM. In terms of compute units, each NPU core has 8 threads, and an incoming packet is always bound to a single thread. Our microbenchmarks further show that, in terms of compute performance, metadata modifications typically take 2-5 cycles on the NPU, and parsing packet headers takes around 150 cycles because header data needs to be copied from CTM to local memory.

3.3 Transforming NFs to dataflow graphs

So far, we have focused on developing SmartNIC models and identifying their performance parameters. Next, we describe how Clara handles NF diversity by generating an abstract representation. Although most network functions are written in general-purpose C, recent work has also considered alternatives such as eBPF [2] and P4 [2]; depending on the NF framework, the programs may also rely on framework-specific APIs, e.g., Click [29] or eBPF [2] calls. To handle such diversity, Clara abstracts away these details by analyzing the NFs at a lower level of representation. It transforms the input NF using LLVM [32] into a Clara Intermediate Representation (CIR). The CIR contains hardware-independent bytecode instructions, and framework-specific API calls can be easily recognized from the bytecode. Clara substitutes these calls with a set of “virtual” calls, and binds them to the SmartNIC backend later in the analysis.

Next, Clara converts the CIR into a dataflow graph, where nodes represent program code blocks, and edges represent the traffic direction. LLVM can natively identify basic blocks, which is a sequence of bytecode instructions without branches or jumps—they are always executed as a whole. However, sometimes semantic information may be better captured at a coarser granularity—e.g., header parsing might require multiple branches. The LLVM infrastructure has support for various types of bytecode “pattern matching” [45], which is originally developed for bytecode rewriting and optimizations. One possible solution in Clara is to develop specialized pattern matching algorithms for SmartNIC components, e.g., header parsing or accelerator invocation.

Example: Consider NFs that are written in the Click framework. Clara would rely on API calls to ‘network_header’ to pattern match header parsing code blocks. It will substitute this call to ‘vcall_get_hdr’ in the CIR, which will later be mapped to the match/action engine in the SmartNIC.

3.4 Mapping dataflow graphs to LNIC

Next, Clara mimics the role of a compiler and attempts to lower the CIR dataflow graph to the parameterized LNIC. It estimates the best mapping by emulating a set of optimizations to capture different porting strategies and hand-tuning. Specifically, Clara identifies such a mapping by encoding a set of ILP (integer linear programming) constraints, and invoking a solver to find an optimal solution that maximizes performance (e.g., minimizing latency).

Clara first encodes a set of compute constraints to capture the mapping Π between dataflow nodes and LNIC compute units. For instance, 0/1 variable x_{ij} encodes whether the i-th dataflow node is mapped to the j-th compute unit, and the constraint is that every dataflow graph must be mapped to exactly one compute unit: \[ \forall i, \sum x_{ij} = 1. \] If there exists a directed edge from one dataflow node i to another node k, the same direction must be preserved in the pipelined execution: \[ \Pi[i] \leq \Pi[k]. \] Assuming pipelined compute units are numbered in ascending order, the cost of a particular mapping depends on the performance of code blocks on their assigned compute units, e.g., by summing up the cost of every instruction in a code block based on the NIC performance parameters. Clara then encodes a set of memory constraints Γ for memory allocation strategies. This captures the fact that NF state could be placed at
different levels of memory hierarchy, and a placement strategy will incur a specific cost in terms of access latencies. For switching hubs, Clara formulates another set of constraints Θ that encode their queueing capacities and latencies. Solving Π, Γ, and Θ with a solver will yield a mapping that emulates a compilation process.

Additional considerations may arise if the SmartNIC datapath lacks support for certain x86 instructions. For instance, some SmartNIC cores do not have floating-point units (FPUs) [35], so such operations need to be emulated in software. Clara accounts for such mappings by capturing these instructions and emulation performance as part of the LNIC model.

Example: For instance, the ILP solver may map header processing logic to Netronome’s NPU cores, checksum functions to an accelerator, and place the flow table in the IMEM if it is under 3 MB.

3.5 Predicting performance

Now, Clara is almost ready to predict NF performance using the computed mapping, with another hurdle that different network packets may exercise different parts of the NF, and their performance characteristics will necessarily vary. Moreover, some NFs may exhibit different processing behaviors based on the packet history—e.g., a stateful firewall. Therefore, the user may provide a “workload profile” to describe the target traffic—e.g., a pcap trace or a more abstraction profile such as “80% TCP vs. 20% UDP” or “10 k concurrent TCP flows with 300-byte average packet size”. Clara can then simulate the execution for the set of packets, and identify how a packet traverses the parameterized LNIC. Alternatively, Clara could leverage symbolic execution [14, 26] to comprehensively enumerate all NF behaviors, and identify the packet types that would exercise each behavior. This would enable Clara to generate a set of performance predictions per packet type.

Developers may be interested in different types of performance predictions. Our first step for Clara is to analyze NF latency, similar as existing work [26]. Extending the prediction for throughput analysis would require additional enhancements [36], e.g., to model scheduling, parallelism and packet queueing behaviors. Extending Clara for energy analysis would require modeling energy consumption [35].

An interesting class of challenges arises from interference. For instance, if multiple NFs share the same SmartNIC substrate, there may be resource contention. As a starting point, Clara could slice the LNIC to model, for instance, “half” of the NIC. In the case where LNIC “halves” leave footprints in each other’s resources (e.g., cache contention), Clara should be able to leverage advances in the real-time systems community [42, 50] for worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis, which takes resource contention into account.

Example: For instance, Clara might output a profile stating that, for a particular NF, TCP and UDP packets would incur different amounts of processing cycles. It may also state that, TCP SYN packets experience higher latency, but the following packets will hit the flow cache and therefore have lower latency.

4 PRELIMINARY VALIDATION

Clara is still ongoing work, but we have already developed an early prototype and performed a set of initial experiments. The Clara prototype now has LNIC support for Netronome Agilio CX 40Gbps SmartNICs. We have obtained the performance parameters using a set of microbenchmark programs that we have developed. They measure the performance of 1) packet parsers, 2) checksum units, 3) flow cache, 4) header and metadata modifications, 5) atomic and bulk memory loads and stores, as well as 6) a subset of general-purpose compute instructions. We found that the NPU cores do not perform out-of-order execution, so they have stable performance parameters; moreover, the performance parameters for some components are functions over the data size or type—e.g., the latency for longest prefix match grows with the number of table entries. Clara uses LLVM to transform C-based NF programs into CIR.

Our experiments are conducted in a Ubuntu 18.04 server with six Intel Xeon E5-2643 Quad-core 3.40 GHz CPUs, 128 GB RAM, 1 TB hard disk, and a Netronome SmartNIC. We have evaluated three NFs: a) LPM, which performs longest prefix matches on incoming packets; b) VNF, a function chain that includes DPI, metering, header modifications, and flow statistics; and c) NAT, a network address translator that maintains a per-flow table and performs table lookups for header translation for each received packet. These NFs were originally written in C using DPDK libraries; we invoke Clara on the core packet handler functions—the DPDK processing framework itself is not included in this analysis, as the SmartNIC implementation does not have this overhead. We have also manually ported these programs to Netronome using its development toolkits. These programs are used as the baselines for understanding the prediction accuracy of Clara.

Figure 3 shows the latency prediction results for the unported NFs, and compares them with the actual latency after manually porting them to the SmartNIC. We have used 60k packets per second as the traffic rate, and computed the average latency across 1 million packets.
packets. For LPM, VNF, and NAT, we have observed a prediction inaccuracy of 12%, 3%, and 7%, respectively. This initial set of results seems encouraging, as the prediction is reasonably close to the benchmarked performance. As future work, we plan to study a wider range of NFs, SmartNIC models, and traffic profiles. With more complex programs and traffic profiles, Clara's accuracy might decrease, but even imperfect predictions could still serve as useful performance hints.

5 RELATED WORK

Performance profiling. Researchers have developed a line of work on program performance profiling. These tools can analyze program performance for GPUs [24, 25, 46], FPGAs [49], mobile SoCs [23], and specialized hardware accelerators [12, 48]. Clara is particularly related to program profilers that predict cross-platform performance: Yang et al. [51] predict overall program performance by measuring partial executions on different platforms. PHANTOM [52] measures sequential execution time on a single node to predict parallel performance at a larger scale. CERE [15] extracts representative codelets from LLVM code for performance prediction in different high-performance computing architectures. GROPHCEY [37] predicts GPU performance by manually extracting program skeletons of the CPU program and predicting the performance of each component. XAPP [13] uses machine learning techniques to predict GPU program performance. Compared to these work, Clara considers an emerging class of hardware, SmartNICs, and specifically focuses on NF performance.

NF performance. High-performance packet processing is an important goal for network functions. Clara is particularly related to two recent projects: BOLT [26] and CASTAN [41]. BOLT predicts the latency profile of DPDK-based network functions written for x86 platforms. CASTAN builds a high-accuracy CPU cache model, and uses symbolic execution to enumerate program behaviors for worst-case execution time analysis. In comparison, Clara focuses on predicting ported performance for SmartNIC offloading. Recent NF offloading projects have highlighted the differences between SmartNIC and x86 platforms [27, 33, 35, 43, 44]; and the opacity of ported performance motivates the need for a tool like Clara.

Heterogeneous architectures. Hardware heterogeneity has received extensive attention from the architecture community, as the post-Moore era ushers in many domain-specific architectures and accelerators [22]. The use of ILP to map network functions in Clara is inspired by compute scheduling on spatial architectures [38] and multicore platforms [31]. Another project, HPVM [30], develops a parallel programming model and compiler that rely on LLVM to generate code for GPUs, CPUs, and vector hardware. Compared to HPVM, Clara only mimics a compiler, but it does not perform code generation; rather, it relies on an estimated mapping to predict performance.

Network processors. Researchers and practitioners have developed various types of network processor architectures in the past. MGR [39] designs a 50Gbps IP router using Alpha processors instead of ASIC as forwarding engines for programmability. Commercial offerings in the past such as Intel IXP [3] and IBM PowerNP [11] were also specialized for network flow processing. Nova [21] and Shangri-La [16] develop programming languages and compilers for Intel IXP network processors. The recent resurgence of SmartNICs is closely related to these earlier efforts in network processor architectures.

6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

SmartNICs have become a popular offloading platform for network functions (NFs). Existing work has demonstrated performance benefits for NF offloading, but the performance characteristics of offloaded programs are opaque prior to porting. In order to understand performance behaviors of an NF, the developer needs to first port it to the target SmartNIC and then perform workload-specific hardware benchmarks. Clara is a first step toward automated performance clarity for SmartNIC offloading. It aims to analyze an unported NF program in its original form, and predict its performance on a NIC backend with a particular workload. The resulting performance hints can guide developers to decide whether to offload a particular NF, how to perform an effective port, and which SmartNIC model may be best for the workload.

Many interesting research problems remain open as we develop a full solution to Clara. First, developing prediction techniques for NF throughput or energy consumption would require extending Clara to capture core parallelism, queuing capacity and discipline, head-of-line blocking, and energy models [35]. Second, another useful task is to understand the performance of partial offloading, where the NF is partitioned into two components—one resident in the SmartNIC and another in server CPUs. Capturing partial offloading performance requires reasoning about the host/NIC interconnect (e.g., PCIe), and cache coherence protocols (or the lack thereof). The architecture community has developed related work [12] that Clara should be able to borrow from. Moreover, the current results we have obtained are based on a Netronome SmartNIC; SoC-based SmartNICs have general-purpose cores therefore a closer result would require extending Clara to capture core parallelism, queueing capacity and discipline, head-of-line blocking, and energy models [35].

Third, another useful task is to understand the performance of partial offloading, where the NF is partitioned into two components—one resident in the SmartNIC and another in server CPUs. Capturing partial offloading performance requires reasoning about the host/NIC interconnect (e.g., PCIe), and cache coherence protocols (or the lack thereof). The architecture community has developed related work [12] that Clara should be able to borrow from. Moreover, the current results we have obtained are based on a Netronome SmartNIC; SoC-based SmartNICs have general-purpose cores therefore a closer result would require extending Clara to capture core parallelism, queueing capacity and discipline, head-of-line blocking, and energy models [35].

Heterogeneous architectures. Hardware heterogeneity has received extensive attention from the architecture community, as the post-Moore era ushers in many domain-specific architectures and accelerators [22]. The use of ILP to map network functions in Clara is inspired by compute scheduling on spatial architectures [38] and multicore platforms [31]. Another project, HPVM [30], develops a parallel programming model and compiler that rely on LLVM to generate code for GPUs, CPUs, and vector hardware. Compared to HPVM, Clara only mimics a compiler, but it does not perform code generation; rather, it relies on an estimated mapping to predict performance.

Network processors. Researchers and practitioners have developed various types of network processor architectures in the past. MGR [39] designs a 50Gbps IP router using Alpha processors instead of ASIC as forwarding engines for programmability. Commercial offerings in the past such as Intel IXP [3] and IBM PowerNP [11] were also specialized for network flow processing. Nova [21] and Shangri-La [16] develop programming languages and compilers for Intel IXP network processors. The recent resurgence of SmartNICs is closely related to these earlier efforts in network processor architectures.
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